INFORMATION LETTER

On October 29-30, 2010 Moscow State Pedagogical University(MSPU) will host the IXth theoretical and practical conference with international participation “The Psychology and Pedagogy of Musical Education: Past, Present and Future” dedicated to the 20th anniversary of foundation of the first in Russia Methodology of Teaching Music department.

Please, send your articles in e-form (Microsoft Word, doc.) to the e-mail: ed.abdullin@gmail.com

The articles should be according to the following stylistic requirements:

- Times New Roman 14 point
- One-and-a-half spaced
- Between 6 and 12 pages
- To insert the citation in text, use two numerals (the first is the serial number of the work in “Reference” list, the second is the page number)
- Language: Russian or English. In the first case the article should be finished with an abstract in professional English (min. 50 words except prepositions)
- The deadline for submitting the articles is September 10, 2010.

The publication fee is $5 (USD) per page. The payment should be made after author notification about acceptance of articles. In this notification you will find Essential Elements of MSPU. After sending an article, please, send a notification to e-mail: ed.abdullin@gmail.com

The main criteria for the article is scientific origin and research significance on the submitted issue.

Reservation of accommodation in the hotel of MSPU (address: prospekt Vernadskogo, 88) should be executed and sent by fax: 8-495-632-7981 before September 15, 2010

Accommodation fares (per person):

- Double room $35 (USD)
- Single room $70 (USD)
- Triple room (in dormitory) $15 (USD)